
Food Marketing Institute Convention: 
Insights into Traceability and RFID 



Traceability in the Produce Industry

United Fresh 
Fruit & 
Vegetable Assoc 
program



T&A workshop presentation follows



T&A company’s experience relates to huge-scale growing, 
harvesting, packing and shipping. What can be learned as 

it applies to PFID-F&V?



The black RPC are destined for Wal-Mart



















Accenture workshop: Grocery oriented 
viewpoint



Accenture Workshop on RFID Systems





Accenture Workshop: Comments from Tyson, 
SAP, Acsis

• RFID applications will be widespread in the food 
industry. But growth is expected to be gradual and linear. 
“Not IF…but WHEN.” Prepare now for the inevitable

• As more retailers demand RFID, lower costs will enable 
ROI opportunities  

• Benefits are possible, but not inevitable: Most companies 
supplying RFID to Wal-Mart and Albertsons do so in 
response to mandates. Even retailers have not 
envisioned the full range of benefits. Traceability can be 
much more  than inventory tracking.

• How consumers might benefit: Out of stock reduction; 
faster supermarket checkout; fresher products; lower 
prices; safer products, in-home inventory management. 
What else? 



Supplier Benefits
• RFID tagged pallets, shipping cartons and consumer packages are 

“intelligent” revealing data and eventually actionable information. 
• Data sharing with retail customer will be faster, continuous and

“granular” (a term being widely used, meaning more detailed). 
“Sometimes data” to “real time data”

• Data Use: Integrate information into entire enterprise: Reduce costs 
of inventories; accuracy in many phases of logistics; greater 
accuracy in accounting for deductions in retailer invoices. 

• Example: In loading trucks, instead of physical counting, operate by 
exceptions. A green light means the entire truck has been accurately 
loaded. 

• Ability to track many physical assets such as tools, people and 
equipment 



Recommended Supplier 
Responses 

• Begin now by learning. Run trials. Limited commitment at this point 
in time. At this phase, pallet and carton tagging is the focus. 

• Be among the first movers or early followers to leverage 
investments. Playing catch up will yield few competitive benefits.

• RFID tagging of items (consumer packages) will result in many 
complex issues (confidentiality concerns, etc.) High value/margins, 
fast moving products are likely candidates, such as 
pharmaceuticals.

• Build a business case to justify the economics of RFID from the 
bottom up. As additional retailers demand RFID, costs of 
technologies will decline making ROI compelling. Strategize with this 
assumption in mind.

• Create cross-functional project team including Sales, Marketing, 
Logistics and Operations. This is more than a technical challenge: it 
must involve the entire organization.



Challenges 

• Global harmonizing of frequencies and codes to read 
and apply data.

• The GMOs dilemma should demonstrate that privacy 
issues require astute managing of this technology.

• Managing item-level at the store level will be complex. 
Yet, this is a major potential area to streamline food 
distribution.

• Danger is that many companies may take a “Slap & 
Ship” approach, only to have to restructure the process 
at high cost in order to reap necessary benefits.

• Future relates to the pace of retailers demanding RFID 
from suppliers.



Bob Summers and Fernando 
Balsevich Comments 

• Univ. Florida running RFID 
tests, as is C. H.  Robinson & 
T&A 

• Major expansion in 2-4 years; 
but produce will lag. 
Traceability will become a way 
of life

• Produce challenges: liquid, 
cold temps, metal fork lifts, 
wire creates. Small boxes 
deep in pallets cannot be 
scanned. (Line of sight).

• Developing countries may 
differentiate by enhanced 
safety  and other marketing 
factors. 



Carl Steidmann, Chief Economist, Delotte 
Research: Impact on retailing

• “RFID is the technology of the future…and it may always
be the technology of the future” (This was a little joke)

• RFID is a “transitional technology”
• It will facilitate major food system changes in response to 

emerging consumer expectations--differentiation to an 
amazing degree.
– Smaller stores offering shoppers ways to make use of products 

they buy. Stores tailored to shoppers’ needs and local cultures. 
Stores and staff as problem solvers, offering solutions as well as 
products. Stores will continue trend of being highly differentiated. 
Stores will deliver authenticity; yet create  fusion of cultures. 
They will be physically and emotionally closer to consumers. 

• Technology will permit extended and complex 
distribution systems and tailored product mixes.


